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A BusinessMan
Chapter One
Zerrubabol had some business ideas and
was undecided on which to do. He
thought long on which business idea to do
but instead came up with another
business idea.
One day while wondering about the
problem God spoke to him. He told him to
use these songs to decide what business
idea to execute.
1. In the land where there was the
kingdom of Smaldi and Largari,
please work for the kingdom of
Largari. That is the law, says the
Maker.
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2. Brighton and his workers made more
rewards for the good product that
made him and his workers unhappy.
Zerrubabol was happy and thanked the
Lord for his advice.

Chapter Two
Zerrubabol’s wife and bestfriend Rebecca
was unhappy about the amount of money
he regularly sent to Battula ( a group that
takes care of the poor). “It is quite small.”
she complained.
She went on to say that Asselam who
practised the same course as Zerrubabol
is more wealthy. And wondered what was
going on.
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Zerrubabol replied telling her that we
should try to check the details in some
cases. It might not be easy but give it a try
and it will reveal what is and what is not.
And from the details it is that Asselam
always sold his product at an expensive
price more than the Lord had set for him.
After hearing this, Rebecca apologised
and hoped she didn’t make her husband
unhappy.

Chapter Three
Aadulam wanted to go into the business
that Zerrubabol was into. Aadulam was
hoping to launch this business in another
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area far from where Zerrubabol lived. He
thought through it and had some
problems.
He prayed to the Lord God of the heavens
to help him with this part and he was told
to contact Zerrubabol. And that
Zerrubabol was kind indeed.
Aadulam did as he was told and went
seeking Zerrubabol.
Zerrubabol taught him the secrets of his
business. Among what Zerrubabol spoke
to him about was methods. He said that
some methods could be complete and
expensive and while some methods could
be incomplete and cheap.
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He pointed to songs and stories as examples of
methods. And he said that we should read more
and pray more to find more methods to solve
problems.
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A Factory Boss
Chapter One
Luwati studied education at the
university. While he was at the university
he never really dreamed. He began to
believe that dreams were only for very
awesome individuals.
Some of his friends dreamt and spoke
about them. The dreams were majorly
warnings that came to pass. He began to
hope for some dreams himself.
He began to dream but he did not
understand them. After about two weeks
and a series of dreams he then
understood what was being said to him.
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In his dream he was told the types of
factories and the kind he should work in.
And the series of dreams concluded with
the promise of a reward if he did well in
the type of factory that had been chosen
for him.
The types of factories in his dreams were
those in heaven and some on earth. The
ones on earth were divided into
food/drugs factories and tools factories.
The tools factories were divided into
those which the final object would have
moving parts in them and those without.
He was called to those without moving
parts.
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Chapter Two
Luwati had a problem: the road to his
home was so narrow and usually led to
traffic jams. These traffic jams could
worsen especially if a vehicle develops
fault(s) along the road.
Luwati prayed on the situation. He did
that about eight times till he got his
answer.
He was told that there would not be traffic
jams in a planned town. That he lived in
some unplanned parts of his country. And
that he should work hard, get some
money and he would be told what part of
his country is planned. He was also told
that planning a town is a matter of the
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Lords since a planned town had so many
components (hospitals, offices, homes,
utilities etc) that it becomes hard to think
of.
He was happy with the answer.

Chapter Three
Luwati dreamt of ways to manage the
dangers that factories possess. The dream
caster was the Iron Lord.
Luwati decided to go into music. He heard
a song and that got his band going. The
song goes thus: And God said if anyone
needs employment power he should ask
the one with employment power the same
way he answered your prayers: the same
way he spoke to you.
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Chapter Four
After getting some money Luwati prayed
and got no answer. He even repeated his
prayers and still there was no response.
He wanted to pray for the part of town to
rent/buy a house where he would be
living.
A long time passed and still no response.
He had a dream telling him that those
who do not do what God sent them, they
would not have their prayers answered.
Luwati then decided to quit his band
where he sanged to become a factory
worker which he had been sent by God.
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Chapter Five
Luwati followed the song that got his
band going and that gave him enough
strength to repeat a factory.
He followed the laws his Holy Spirit gave
him. Some of them included
1. Ask the prophets (or a Holy Spirit) to
tell him what components to start
from.
2. Do not repeat a factory that had more
than four components. For they are
matters of the Lords.
And he repeated his first factory. He was
indeed very happy.
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Chapter Six
After a very long time, Luwati decided to
repeat another factory based on the fact
that he had repeated one and it worked
out fine.
He followed the laws his Holy Spirit gave
him and he could not repeat this factory.
He tried hard and worked very long but
nothing was happening.
Shortly after that he heard a voice saying:
I am God and I have blinded you. You
would not be able to repeat this factory
until you have sent the normal donations
to the group that takes care of the poor.
And that solved his problem.
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Chapter Seven
Luwati had Linca as a friend. He was one
of the best workers in his second factory.
Linca gave Luwati some advice. After
applying his advice to a factory process, it
came out wrong. A lot of money invested
into it was lost.
It was painful indeed for Luwati. He didn’t
blame Linca for the bad advice.
His Holy Spirit then spoke to him,
speaking praises for not blaming Linca
and later taught Luwati. He said to tell if
an advice is good or bad Luwati should
pray on it.
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Luwati was happy.
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A Poor Person
Chapter One
Preika was a poor person. He calls himself
the poorest of the poor. He was poverty
stricken. And was always depressed.
He tried many ways to solve his problems.
None worked.
He then began cursing the Angels who
placed him in his mother’s womb. Reason
being that the Angel knew that he was
going to be very poor.
He then prayed that God should review
his Angels and stop doing too much
research.
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Chapter Two
Preika’s Holy Spirit tried to solve his
problem. But on checking she couldn’t
find any Holy man, sons of Mephistophel
in his environment.
Preika’s Holy Spirit was hoping he could
beg from any of such usually great men.
His Holy Spirit wondered whether the
place was normal since He couldn’t find
men who she knew to be usually
generous.

Chapter Three
Preika’s Holy Spirit then spoke to Preika.
Saying that He could take Preika
somewhere. The people who dwelled in
the place He had in mind do not pay bills,
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even they would not get hungry.
Preika didn’t like the idea at first and
retried his means but nothing worked.
So Preika agreed with his Holy Spirit.
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Bad Marriages
Chapter One
Emmayool sent a lot of plates of food to
Battula. Battula is a group of people who
take care of the poor. He had been trying
to outperform Goodero who sent far more
than him.
He tried more and more but couldn’t
outperform Goodero. He gave up when
Goodero opened two more sources of
plates of food to poor people.
And then Emmayool disagreed with the
popular opinion and believed that
Goodero didn’t have only one head.
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Chapter Two
Goodero's sibling Zulmera decided to get
married to someone of her choosing. After
the marriage she got offended with
Goodero who sent her no presents before
the marriage, didn’t attend the marriage
and wouldn’t come to her house.
Two years into her marriage Zulmera
noticed that her husband was a terrible
person. She forgave Goodero for his
misbehaviour.
As was popular opinion she prayed to God
asking for him to do a soul switch of her
husband.
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God responded “Send a lot of plates to
Battula and I will solve your problem”.
She had no business. This made her wish
that she had asked God before getting into
marriage.

Chapter Three
Emmayool’s sibling Aawelu decided to
marry a young man named Jereminol.
This decision came about because of the
brilliance that emanates from Jereminol.
He wrote some books on factories, was
featured on television (which most
believed was for old men) and was
making a lot of money.
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Jereminol didn’t agree to marry her, but
with misuse of the power of Sorcero she
made the marriage come true.
Three years into the marriage, she
observed a change in Jereminol and then
prayed on the matter.

Chapter Four
Aawelu’s prayer was that something was
wrong with Jereminol: he was not as
brilliant as before.
And God responded saying “Didn’t my
prophet (your Holy Spirit) advise you not
to marry him.”.
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She replied “The prophet was wrong, you
once said that if we walk with wise people
we would become wise”.
After a long pause, God finally answered
“Follow all my instructions, not only some
of my instructions”.
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Birghead
Chapter One
Vatti (The Iron Lord) had nothing to do so
he decided to review some of his theories.
So he made a workflow for some tests and
passed it to some men to complete. They
did as their Lord asked and found some
interesting results. A material was found
to be better for the particular theory
being reviewed.
Vatti went looking for Jaynierd (a Holy
Spirit) so that he could teach men of the
new material. On getting to Holy Spirit
lands, a large clock read that they were at
work and the men on earth were not yet
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sleeping. He waited for a long while
before he could see Jaynierd.
Also Vatti went to Jeremy (a same of God)
to wake up Birghead (a same of God) and
his friends (all Lords) to consider this
improvement to one of his theories.
Birghead (inventor of solar theories) went
straight to check his solar theories and
tools to see if the material would be
necessary. He found it not but some of the
Lords Jeremy awoke found the material
important. Birghead was nonetheless
thankful to Vatti the Iron Lord.
Before Birghead went back to his
slumbers he went to Prayers (a same of
God) asking if there were any of his kind
of tasks (hard tasks) to be done. Prayers
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said the humans on earth were not having
any hard tasks confronting them at
present. And that he would wake him up if
such presents itself.
Birghead was thankful.

Chapter Two
After fourteen years of Birghead’s
slumber Jeremy on the request of Prayers
went to wake Birghead. Prayers told
Birghead on his arrival that men on earth
were warring over some Holy land (a land
that has ore or farmlands) and that some
teachers were praying that Holy lands be
called Cursed lands.
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Birghead landed on earth and took some
time noticing the problem. He found out
that the Government of the Holy Land did
not want to give out a rare material. But
the other warring party said the Holy
Land’s Government was using the rare
material.
With the information, Birghead went in
and made a mine out of farms that would
produce the raw material. He released the
mine and the war ended.

Chapter Three
Among the preachers praying for Holy
lands to be changed to Cursed lands was
Imilona.
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Long after the period of the salvation
from Birghead, Imilona was having
dreams. In his dreams some of his friends
were having some problems.
So he gathered them (Vattimulum and
others) together and taught them that it is
our God that selects lands.
Vattimulum prayed and God gave him the
name of the area where he should build
his factory.
When Vattimulum was setting up his first
factory some staff wasted a lot of
resources. So he went to Imilona asking if
he should forgive him. And Imilona
pointed to some Bible verse concerning
the old Egyptians being punished for
enslaving the Israelites.
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Vattimulum thought to himself that since
the teacher said what God told him to do
then he must be a good preacher. He
decided to follow the preacher's
teachings.

Chapter Four
Birghead, through the power of Zarra
(The Lord of Records) found the need for
more factories. Especially a repeated
factory. So he called for a meeting with
factory bosses. Vattimulum was included.
He told them that they should repeat
factories into areas needing them.
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The factory men complained of distance
as being the major problem that made
them not to repeat their factories.
So Birghead taught them of Jakardi who
makes traveling in some cases much nicer.
And that they should contact him by
praying.
Since Vattimulum had enough money to
start a factory he decided to try Jakardi.
So he prayed to Jakardi saying he needed
to find raw materials in some distant area
to build a factory in the area.
Jakardi then put his travellers' creature in
Vattimulum's body and Vattimulum woke
up in the distant area he wanted to work
in.
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Vattimulum's wife asked Vattimulum to
help her with a hard problem. The
creature answered since it was a question
Vattimulum had solved before.
She then asked another question. The
creature replied that Vattimulum had
traveled and you should wait for him.
And she said that she would come back
later.

Chapter Five
As it is with factories, Vattimulum usually
got some of his components from
Petrolafia.
Petrolafia was nominated for an award
(God's blessing would be attached). A
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Lord's servant Mormona had suggested
him.
Birghead found him to be excellent in the
questions he asked him. So Birghead came
to earth and went to his factory and found
all the machines there to be good.
But he noticed from their thoughts that
some of his workers didn't like him.
Birghead then wore a veil (not a physical
one) that rendered him unrecognisable.
He went to Petrolafia asking for money
for some school children whose parents
were dead. Begging and pleading like a
Reverend Sister.
Petrolafia gave some money. On checking
with Zarra (the Lord of Records)
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Petrolafia was found to have given a very
small amount.
Birghead then instructed Zarra to place
Mormona under watch for he committed
a great lie. Birghead hoped to find some
more evidence for his destruction.
Mormona was not under watch formerly
because he lived in lower heaven. He was
born in a lower heaven.
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Birth of Gavinska
Chapter One
Emmadola just graduated from the
university and needed a business. He had
decided not to get a job but a business so
that he could send a lot of money to
Battula (a group that takes care of poor
people).
So he started thinking for more than three
months. Every step of the way he asked
his Holy Spirit to check if his idea was
okay. This was because he always found
his Holy Spirit to be smarter than him.
The major song that describes the
business idea he arrived at was: Repeat
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Moneyark building ( the one he and his
friends play) in an area far from his
presence.
The other song was that: The great
Moneyrarr became that way because he
had sold to most heads in his land.

Chapter Two
After thinking of an idea, Emmadola
prayed for a prophet and asked the
prophet for a rare name. The prophet
promised him that it wouldn’t take more
than three days.
And he was given the name “Gavinska”.
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Chapter Three
Emmadola went to see his father asking
for some funds. His father Boilttik
gathered enough money for the business
from six friends of his.
Boilttik and his friends were promised
60% of the profit from the business by
Emmadola. He got this calculation from
his Holy Spirit.
And that was how the business “Gavinska”
came to life.
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Chapter Four
Gavinska flourished and there was no
problem for every part of the business
was well thought of.
Devilia hated Zelterri, the best worker in
Gavinska. Devilia also worked in Gavinska.
So Devilia decided to make life terrible for
him.
So Devilia possessed Zelterri to commit a
crime that was public. This crime was
reported to Emmadola.
Emmadola thought hard on the matter. He
never believed that Zelterri, his best
worker, could commit such a crime and
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decided to let it go. He would be more
harsh if Zelterri repeats this crime.
Devilia was now depressed and had no
other plan to execute.

Chapter Five
Devilia was caught a fourth time for not
following the rules that Emmadola had set
in Gavinska.
Emmadola never wanted to hurt Devilia’s
family for he was married and had some
children. So he prayed that God should
change Devilia’s soul with that of a good,
poor person.
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God accepted because Emmadola had
been sending consistent donations to
Battula.
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Broken Company
Chapter One
Elesar was known to be a great man. He
had established a factory that produced a
product which people called him brilliant
for. It was a variant of a plate factory.
After about eight years of his factory’s
existence, the people where he lived
heard
an
announcement.
The
announcement was from God using
Sorcero’s speech.
The announcement went thus: “Elesar’s
factory is not up to standard. In an earth
before this one existed such a factory
(owned by Brightum). Brightum was not
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as gifted as Elesar but his factory came
out better. I find this one to be counterfeit.
I now use this medium to tell all good
people to stop buying Elesar’s product”.
And with that Elesar’s product stopped
selling.

Chapter Two
Emanol just wrote a computer program.
Not a new one, he was indeed competing
with another vendor.
When he heard the announcement from
God, he was distressed and wondered
what would happen to his business. He
wondered how life would be if God also
came and cancelled his business.
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He thought long and his Holy Spirit spoke
to him.
“Emanol stop thinking about tomorrow or
every possible outcome, instead think of
what’s coming soon or what you see now.”

Chapter Three
God liked Emanol’s program and then he
sent him a dream. He told him “I am
sending you an assistant. This assistant is
a son of Carlsbergo. And he had the power
of putting your product in the hearts of
many. This you would not be able to do as
good as he would. Not even close since
everyone has different purposes in life”.
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Emanol was glad. Never before had he
known of someone with such capability.
And with that running his business
became much easier.
Aadanum ( the promised son of
Carlsbergo) came with more of his type,
about twenty. This solved many problems
that Emanol was facing. The other options
were more expensive.
Glory to God he now said all the time.

Chapter Four
Emanol and Aadanum had a problem.
They could not calculate the price for
their product that would satisfy all the
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variables in it. They kept on trying until
Prayers spoke to them.
He told them that he would be in a better
position to put prices on Emanol’s
program. Since calculating prices for any
product can be very difficult.
And they agreed. Prayers didn’t ask for
commission.
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Dead Sames
Chapter One
The Lord of Instruments (hereafter called
Instruments) gave a law to his people
(musicians) that they must release some
of their albums without an enforced price.
That is by donations.
Some Musicians complained that wicked
people of earth (which is common) would
not pay for their works. Instruments still
maintained his order.
Instruments went on to say that it would
be temporary. That it is just an
experiment for the poor people. He hoped
they would like it.
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And they did

Chapter Two
Aliman was a wealthy man. His factory
flourished. He owed some of his successes
to God because earlier on in life God gave
him two friends which he called “Sames”.
God told him when he gave Aliman those
sames saying “Reward others as I have
rewarded you. I am not asking you to do
something too hard for your abilities”
The memories of Aliman were shared
with his God given friends.
And with the memories (knowledge) from
Aliman, his friends went to start two more
factories.
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Aliman was indeed a wealthy man.

Chapter Three
Aliman downloaded a compilation of
works from Musicians. He loved them and
even decided to follow some of the songs
in his life.
He was planning to start another factory
and needed more money than he
currently had. So he decided not to pay
the musicians their donations for their
works.
After two days, God came and killed those
sames he gave Aliman because he didn’t
reward the musicians for their works.
Aliman begged but God was unyielding.
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Chapter Four
Vattimulau was the person who gave
Aliman the designs of the factory he was
operating. Vattimulau was indeed great.
His factory was almost danger free.
When Vattimulau heard the news that
God had taken Aliman’s Sames. He went
to beg for Aliman. He did so with some
other great factory designers.
God refused.
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Fiction on Ardarn
Chapter One
Ardarn created someone to work for him
in heaven. Ardarn called him Giantalus.
Giantalus was given a job by Ardarn
which he did well.
After a long time Giantalus came up with
an idea. He approached Ardarn with the
idea and he was given resources to go
ahead with his idea.
He worked on it for about seven years and
then gave up. The work was long and he
hadn’t gone anywhere. So he decided to
go back to Ardarn and continue working
for him.
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Ardarn was offended by Giantalus’ latest
action and then corrected him saying: “It
took God 1300 years to make the body we
use now and it took the Computer Lords
170 years to complete the computer”.
With that encouragement Giantalus went
on with his idea.

Chapter Two
Ardarn spoke to some of his sons on earth
and they refused to call him father. They
said “God is their father”. Ardarn was not
very offended with them, instead he was
offended with their teachers.
Then God spoke to these troublesome
sons of Ardarn. He said: “Remember your
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Bible, a man is made up of body, soul and
spirit. I make the body, and the spirit
while other creature makers work on the
soul. It would be wicked of me, when
someone has an idea I tell him to go make
a body or a spirit”.
And the quarrel ended.

Chapter Three
A son of Ardarn, Emayou had a problem.
He had many things to think about and
had no time to think them through.
So Ardarn taught him these hoping it
would solve Emayou’s problem:
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Do not think of problems that will come in
the coming future, instead think of today
and the immediate tomorrow's problems.
And that solved the problem of that son of
his.

Chapter Four
Ardarn’s son Smadon started a business.
Smadon was shocked that his business
was making more returns than planned.
Smadon spoke to Ardarn telling him of
how good his business was. Ardarn said it
was not good.
He said ask Cunte, the one who teaches
people how to build fences around sacred
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objects to help you with some parts of this
business. If not it would go well with you.

Chapter Five
Smadon had a problem. He had a child
that didn’t like God’s ways. He had tried
punishments and rewards and still the
child was like that.
Ardarn saw the suffering of his child and
then decided to try helping him.
He sent a dream saying: “The Creature
Maker who worked on your child had put
weathinol where there was supposed to
be alusinol.”
And Smadon was happy to know the
problem and began praying for help.
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God Picked Family
Chapter One
Rilima never really liked his university. He
woke up one morning and decided not to
go to class that morning. But he found
himself going to class.
There was a day he was so offended with
his teacher and promised himself he
would pass the teacher and not greet him.
Instead he found himself greeting his
teacher and calling him wonderful.
And so was it that he graduated with a
high score.
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Chapter Two
Rilima had a female friend which he didn’t
like. Her name was Awaito. Awaito,
according to Rilima, doesn't really pay
attention to the news. To him it was like a
punishable crime. Awaito didn’t agree
that she should pay attention to the news
as much as Rilima did.
Rilima prayed to God for a wife and God
replied that he should marry Awaito. He
complained to God saying that Awaito
didn’t really pay attention to the news.
God answered him saying “Don’t be so
quick to judge others. And what you
complain of is just one point among
many”.
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Their marriage was successful.

Chapter Three
Awaito had a friend in the university:
Noowonu. What attracted her to
Noowonu was his handsomeness. She
hoped he would marry him and they
would have handsome children.
They both studied law together. This was
before she married Rilima.
Noowonu practiced the making of
machines which really confused Awaito
since he studied law. And she always
thought of Noowonu who was a
handsome man.
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She one day contacted Awaito hoping for
funds to execute a business idea she had.
She got the idea from watching the news.
The news mentioned a problem and she
knew how to solve it.
Noowonu didn’t recognise her and he
wondered whether to give her the funds.
Noowonu didn’t have any record of
mental illness.
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Good Guy
Chapter One
Emmayolla didn’t like his mother. The
reason being that anytime he lied his
mother always caught him. At times he
would have this feeling that his mother
was watching him.
Emmayolla worked in a vehicle factory.

Chapter Two
Emmayolla had some money on a good
day and decided to buy some of his
favourite items.
He got to the market and the items had
finished. He was upset. It was as if his
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money stopped working. He wished he
had his mother's eyes.
A terrible development started happening
in the market Emmayolla frequented. It
was that for some particular sellers he
found himself buying more than he hoped
for which was against his will.
He decided to try another market a little
far from his home. But this problem still
persisted. This time around but for
another commodity.

Chapter Three
Emmayolla was the son of a wealthy
father. His father was dead and he was
given a heavy inheritance.
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He had a new problem. He had no
business idea. He had some money but he
didn’t know anyone who would be selling
a business idea. Especially a business idea
that would not crash.
He was depressed.

Chapter Four
God came and for about three months
tested Emmayolla and found him to be a
good person.
God liked Emmayolla. And for his being
good God decided to teach Emmayolla
something that would help him.
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The teaching was: buy from any Giantrula
some components of a factory and
complete it with that which you could do.
With this knowledge Emmayolla decided
to start a factory.

Chapter Five
And so it was that as Emmayolla’s market
problem persisted he prayed to God for
rescue.
Being a good person who Emmayolla was,
his prayers were answered.
He went back to the same markets and
went to the same seller and the problem
of buying outside his will ended.
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Hardworking Men
Chapter One
Wailnot was a brilliant man. He was a
factory boss for God had sent him to work
in factories. He had known for a long time
that some men were more brilliant than
others not in the case of passing a school’s
exam but in the case of producing new
thoughts.
For some days, Wailnot had been
contemplating leaving the task which God
sent him for there was some other
problem which troubled his society. He
had a tire factory: a good one at that. But
some other factory people were needing a
tire for a vehicle that would work in roads
that are not good such as those in farms.
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He knew he could do the task and that the
men who were having this problem were
not brilliant enough.
Notwithstanding he would still try to help
but he had no time to do it. He also loved
the work he was doing.
He later came up with a solution. He had
earlier dreamt that God had given him a
lot of heaven treasures. And heaven
treasures he had been also taught earlier
could be exchanged for a human being.
So he went to a quiet place, and prayed to
God that he needed human beings as
brilliant as him that would do a factory for
him. And his prayer was answered. God
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also mentioned that such prayers always
need heaven treasures.

Chapter Two
Wailnot became happy after three weeks
that he was united with the men he got
from God. He received an email telling
him to come for a meeting with some
people who told him that God sent them
to him. When he got to the men, he had a
voice telling him “These men are as
brilliant as you but they might be needing
some teaching”.
The men were called Nocries, Badwithers
and Musculee.
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So Wailnot took them to his factory and
showed them his solutions to the tire
problem. He taught them for about seven
months. After which he told them to make
a new factory. He gave them no funding
because of the poor people problem and
that he needed to invest in his factory,
which they understood and didn’t
complain about.
As in accordance to Wailnot’s teachings,
Badwithers prayed to God asking for
funding and some knowledge. He said
that some tasks which bother men have
been done in heaven. And God replied “I
would send you some dying ones who
would come with some of the knowledge
and some funds. Not the whole
knowledge so as to test if you are good
enough to handle such a factory”.
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It was a shock to Nocries when a strange
man not long after Badwithers prayed
came to him, not with the email method
but the strange man knew where he
stayed. It was not up to a day when the
strange man came.
Jeremilan (the strange man) spoke to
Nocries telling him that he should not be
bothered that he was not the only one
sent by God to Nocries’ friends.
Jeremilan took Nocries and his friends to
some remote land where they began
working on the factory.
A little after one year, Jeremilan told
Nocries and his friends he would be
stopping here saying that God had
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instructed him to stop here and watch and
see if Nocries’ team could complete the
factory.
The factory which Jeremilan gave them
could only produce three tires at a time.
Jeremilan promised to get some more
money if they could complete the factory.
They trusted him since he was from God.

Chapter Three
Wailnot had great pleasure when he
received the news that his friends had
completed the basic factory. He was
overjoyed and happy. This was seven
years after he stopped teaching them on
how to make a tire.
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In the news which he got firsthand from
Nocries it was said that Musculee was the
best of them. Nocries made a strange
comment that God must have spent extra
time creating him.
So Jeremilan and his friends using the
power of Sorcero brought some wealthy
men who were interested in coming
together and sponsoring the new tire
factory. This all went well and in the eight
year the tire factory for bad roads was
completed.
Badwithers had a little problem with the
new factory, and thought he should
contact Jeremilan. He thought to himself
that it is better to learn from someone’s
experience than to start all over again. He
believed that Jeremilan would answer him
for he had completed the new factory.
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On getting to where Jeremilan lived and
speaking to him, he noticed that Jeremilan
behaved differently from the great man he
was. When Badwithers got to the topic of
the factory, Jeremilan said “Jeremilan has
left, I am his other self”.
Strange indeed for Badwithers and was
the strangest news they’ve ever heard.

Chapter Four
Wailnot,
Nocries, Badwithers and
Musculee became very wealthy from their
hard work. This was partly due to the fact
that some good men (Nocries referred to
them as sweet men) came from other
countries to repeat their factories to their
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lands.
This
would
reduce
the
transportation costs to their countries.
Wicked and lazy people then began to rob
them for they thought to themselves they
are very wealthy and so they would not
bother too much if they lost some goods
which they possessed.
This group of friends could not do much
to stop the robbing. All they could do was
to reduce the problem.
Wailnot was the first to die. He died at 61.
He died peacefully.
When only Musculee was left and his
eyesight had dimmed, he prayed to God
on how to divide his wealth. He died not
long after he divided the wealth of him
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and his friends to hundreds of people
each having a lot of money. This was what
God told him to do and God also sent
some men (not Jeremilan and his team) to
conduct the exam.
A piece of the wealth was also given to
their biological families.

Chapter Five
Burntsnakes was one of the men who
passed the exams: the exams conducted
by God for Musculee. Burntsnakes was a
farmer. He picked this course from a
dream he had about his future. He always
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saw himself working in farms and being
ok.
He was not as brilliant as Wailnot and his
friends.
When he got the money he had a dream.
God spoke to him to take his wealth, go to
the bush and find a new plant. And
promised him more blessing if he could
find an iron-plant( a plant that could be
used in a factory).
Burntsnakes was depressed. He thought
the work was too hard for him. His Holy
Spirit encouraged him to give it a try.
He put out an advert for workers and only
a few came. He prayed to God and the rest
later came.
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And with the strength of the men he
approached the difficult task. He paid
them a little more than the standard so
that the men would not leave him halfway
for some more juicy job.

Chapter Six
In the eight year, Burntsnakes found an
iron-plant. Before then: in the second year
he had found a food plant.
This then brought the amount of plants
that he and his team had found to seven.
Burntsnakes was very happy because of
the plants his team found. He loved his
Holy Spirit more and he liked his new
found men.
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He took the plants for certification with
the Government food agency and he
passed the certification. One of his plants
was great, the Head Reviewer mentioned.
Not long after he passed the certification,
Sorcerous came to him. She said to him “I
am God, and I came to inspect your
plants”. She and some strange men
inspected the plants and found them to be
good.
She blessed him and his great team with
some heaven treasures and some
memories. In blessing them she partnered
with her servant the Lord of Records
(Zarra) in deciding who gets what
depending on how well they worked.
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Sorcerous then went to some other food
related companies and shut it down. The
heads of the food factory which she sent
were also killed (though they did not fall).
Sorcerous did this together with her
strange men.

Chapter Seven
When Burntsnakes began to feel cold he
divided his wealth among a few people for
he was not as wealthy as the friends of
Wailnot. He died at the age of 43.
After Sorcerous’ review, many farmers
decided to go and cultivate Burntsnakes’
finds.
Among the farmers was an old farmer
who set up a large farm and died
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mysteriously not long after. His family was
contacted by a Holy Spirit telling them
that they could talk to the dead. Adding
that since he didn’t go to Hell Fire he can
be contacted by them.
They did that and he directed them to
who would inherit his farm. Maketruh
(the new farm manager) was a brilliant
man who proved himself by correcting
some of the farming methods which they
have been using for years.
His daughters (one nice and three
wicked) were not capable of handling a
farm. Teachwal was the name of the nice
one.
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Chapter Eight
Maketruh became very famous especially
for his book where he brought out new
ways of farming. And because of these
some men from other countries decided
to come and steal him ( not his
possessions or his farm).
A Holy Spirit told Teachwal to pray for
Maketruh for he had great danger.
Teachwal obeyed.
His deliverance came in this manner:
dying ones came to protect him anytime
the strange robbers came for him.
Teachwal began to see men working hard
at stealing Maketruh for the betterment of
their own nations. But it all came to not
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because of the dying ones who came to
protect him.
The dying ones were led by Jeremilan and
asked for no salary. They said their
salaries should be sent to Organisations
that took care of the poor and to research
funds. Maketruh loved Jeremilan and
wondered where he would be without
Jeremilan.
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He is a Lucifer
Chapter One
Waiztail was a young Lord. He was a head
maker. (Heads or Souls are the parts of a
human being stored in heaven. Souls
contain the abilities of a human being).
His master (Sorcero) told him to read all
the books in a certain collection.
He read about two hundred books and got
worried because he had about four
hundred more books. He started cursing
those who believed that theories should
have more than two proofs.
The proofs he thought makes his book
much longer. Even though the books
helped in his learning process.
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Chapter Two
Sorcero came to see him after he read
upto three hundred books. Sorcero was
hoping to answer any question he had on
the books he was reading.
Waiztail constructed a head and took it
for review. This is the process for all
factories in any world where God is in
charge.
The Lords on the review table included
Vatti (the Iron Lord), Sorcero, Janqqu
(inventor of Females) and some others
not mentioned though great.
Waiztail’s soul passed the review and it
was decided that it would be tested on
earth (a test world). One of Waiztail’s
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children (someone with his soul) was
called Aalubam.

Chapter Three
Aalubam graduated from the university
with a high score. Waiztail was happy and
went to see God asking what he thought
of Aalubam.
God said Aalubam is brilliant but he never
thought anyone in school. Waiztail was
happy nonetheless.
Aalubam started a business. It was a new
idea that has never been seen before on
earth. It was great indeed.
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Chapter Four
After four years of Aalubam’s (a period of
patience) God spoke to Aalubam saying
“You never taught anyone this business
idea of yours. Because of that I call you
Lucifer (someone who does not teach).”
“If you really want me to reward you for
this great business. Go and teach other
people of this business idea of yours” God
continued.
Well Waiztail was still happy about his
son Aalubam. Since he was not sent to hell
fire for destruction.
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Life is Hard
Chapter One
Gradula just graduated and had a
problem: his result was low. He thought
long on the problem and believed he
would not get a good job.
This bothered him for long and made his
Holy Spirit speak to him. Telling him that
most people cannot tell the end from the
beginning.
He applied for a job at different
companies but couldn’t get any.
On the way to the office area he saw a new
beautiful building called Homagan. It
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impressed him but increased his
depression since he thought he would
never be able to build that building.

Chapter Two
God noticed that some parts of the
Homagan were about to fall and then sent
some of his Angels to help Dondada (the
owner) reduce the damage by getting
people out by that time.
The fault of the building’s partial collapse
was with the builders.
And Mathela (a teacher) spoke about the
collapse of the building. He said that such
problems could be avoided if Dondada
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had asked God for a builder to do his
project.

Chapter Three
When Gradula saw the partially fallen
building (Homadan) he thought that it
was someone who was as dumb as he was
that built it.
He got a job in a cartoon agency and loved
the job. Aamera was his boss. He asked
her how she got the high position and she
said she had a high score from the
university.
In Gradula’s mind he called Aamera
brilliant. His Holy Spirit was offended and
said. “A laptop when opened has a lot of
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components. Anyone who could master
the making of all the components is the
one you should call brilliant. She is just
plain like you.”

Chapter Four
Long ago, when Aamera saw her result, it
was a high score. She called her dad and
told him the good news.
This made her Dad buy her an expensive
vehicle as a gift for her.
When she saw it she complained that the
cost of purchasing this vehicle can buy
two cheaper vehicles and the money for
the second could be sent to the poor.
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Aamera’s Dad was depressed. His Holy
Spirit spoke to him “If you want to get
someone a gift, ask me and I would tell
you what the person wants.”
Aamera’s Dad said give me one more
reason why you would not use this
vehicle. And she replied “It will make her
a target for robbers”.
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Lovely Office
Chapter One
Bluntee had some inheritance from his
late father. He decided to go into farming
because it was a cheap business. He didn’t
want his inheritance to be wasted.
But he found himself going into building
construction which was against his will.

Chapter Two
Bluntee belonged to Religion G and didn’t
like Religion L. A teacher from Religion L
told him that his members and students
have more sames than people from his
own religion.
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This bothered him alot. So he prayed to
God with these words “Oh God, please tell
Zarra your most beloved servant that I
want to know if Religion L faithfuls have
more sames than his own religion”.
And Zarra responded that it is not so. And
that lies accompanying instruments can
make the liar be left in the water.

Chapter Three
It was that Bluntee completed an office
building with three floors and the ground
floor as a parking lot.
He then had a problem. He needed cooks
for his building. He searched the job sites
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and found that there was no such
category.
So he prayed to God asking him what to
do.
And God responded telling him to visit
Battula (a group that takes care of the
poor) and there he should ask for cooks.
He did so and got the cooks he wanted.

Chapter Four
According to the ways of our Lord,
Balluma and his friends prayed for
Bluntee hoping that God would reward
Bluntee for lifting them completely out of
poverty.
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Chapter Five
One of Balluma’s crew, Aazullan, had
some problems which money could solve.
She knew a wealthy man and decided to
beg him for some money. Money which
she would not return.
She prayed to God saying “My great God
who sent the angels of Battula to my
rescue, please tell Zarra your most
beloved servant to check how much is in
Danny’s (the wealthy man) account.
Because she was in need”.
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And as always Zarra responded with the
message of how much he had in his
account and a safe amount to beg him for.
This amount would not be enough to
solve all her money problems but she
decided to go with Zarra’s opinion.
She begged Danny for the amount and
Danny accepted. Danny transferred the
money to her account.
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Nicest
Chapter One
Goodalla was now left without his
parents. Indeed he needed to find some
source of living. He then took the job he
was avoiding.
He hated his boss, he always treated him
unfairly. This was not because he could
not do the job well, but for some reason
he did not know.
This was then why he developed the habit
of reporting to his boss what was when it
wasn’t. This is due to the fact that his boss
was one who hates.
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Chapter Two
In his workplace, Goodalla finds their
product to be quite counterfeit compared
to others he had seen.
This irritated him. And made him always
pray to God that he should forgive him of
the sins that Goodalla commits in the
office. Especially because he was not in
charge and that was the only place that
had a job for him.

Chapter Three
Goodalla was a son of God and of Salluma
( a young creature maker), but God never
called Goodalla his son until he spoke to
him. This was how it happened.
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God spoke to Goodalla telling him to join a
rebellion against an evil ruler. This evil
ruler was not in his own country.
This job seemed better than where he
worked and then took it.
And God was pleased to call Goodalla his
son. God remarked to Salluma that some
of a Nostroma sons didn’t want to attend
the rebellion until he promised to give
them a lot of money.
Salluma was pleased and the number of
children allotted to him increased.
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Chapter Four
After Goodalla agreed to the job from God,
he died. His friends didn’t miss him much
because he was not contributing much to
their lives in terms of money.
Goodalla then awoke in Ciseria and was
now known as Wattehol. He didn’t start as
a lead soldier.
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No Longer a Prophet
Chapter One
Breakerto had a factory idea. It was great
to him. So he prayed for funding.
God responded saying “You are not very
blessed in your head to have thought of
such a factory. Even those who can haven’t
thought of this factory”.
Breakerto told him it took a long stretch
of time thinking about the project. Still
God remained adamant.
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Chapter Two
Problems arose and Breakerto joined a
rebellion. A larger kingdom wanted to
take over a smaller kingdom. Breakerto,
besides being a factory man, was also a
Soldier.
Then Gethazzi the prophet told him that
he would die in the war. This infuriated
Breakerto’s Holy Spirit and then reported
Gethazzi to Prophecies (Lord of Prophets.
This Lord is a Woman).
Prophecies went to see Gethazzi telling
him that the prophecy he gave Breakerto
had the following defects:
1. Your prophecy domain is to teachers,
not to Soldiers or Factory men.
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2. Your prophecy does not solve a great
loss. For it is just about one person.
3. You didn’t dress in the manner of
prophets.
And then Prophecies dismissed Gethazzi
from the Order of Prophets
.

Chapter Three
News got to God about Gethazzi. Someone
was begging that he should be restored to
the Order of Prophets.
After carefully considering that matter,
God went to see Prophecies.
On reaching Prophecies he said “Why did
you not destroy him”.
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And Prophecies responded “There are
some easier works he can still do with his
opinions and I thought it would be a
waste to destroy him especially with the
amount of teaching he had”.
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On Mind Listening
Chapter One
Aabera was depressed. She was a
programmer who had no idea of a
program to write. She thought long and
hard and everything appeared difficult.
The Computer Lord (Gartogade) spoke to
her saying “In his own life, he had noticed
that few hard products (something
sellable) are usually available. Even
though some of them are not in his line of
course.”
She decided to go with her Lord’s opinion.
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She called her Holy Spirit (all of which are
prophets) to prophesy if a human had
ever written the program she picked. Her
Holy Spirit replied that it had been
written but it was very hard for the
human who wrote it.
So she attempted it.

Chapter Two
After six months and with help from
prayers she wrote the program. The
program came out within one year which
was the period that a program must have
been written.
Since God usually knows what happens on
earth, he came to see Aabera and gave her
many rewards for the program. Among
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the rewards included the power to hear
some thoughts on special occasions.
She was glad.
Aabera asked God why the rewards were
so much and God replied that “He pays
more for hard tasks”.

Chapter Three
Not everyone is loved. And so it was that
some wicked people were on their way to
rob
Breakerross.
Only
because
Breakerross was a wealthy man. He was a
factory boss.
Aabera happened to be trekking to some
friend’s place when she came across some
men.
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And she heard their thoughts which were
all about robbing Breakerross.
In Aabera’s eyes Breakerross was a great
man. He created a lot of employment in
his area. And that had led to more people
coming into the area.

Chapter Four
Immediately Aabera called her Holy Spirit
and told her to connect him with
Breakerross.
This happened without a telephone and
she warned Breakerross of the coming
danger.
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Breakerross went to lock his factories.
And ran from his home to a distant area.
And that led to him not getting harmed
and not getting robbed.

Chapter Five
From the laws which God had given, a
reward should be given to Aabera for her
great deed.
But Breakerross just invested in a new
factory project. So he had only a little
money left.
He wished he had kept some insurance.
This would have taken care of his
problem.
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He went to see friend Hopia. A man he
never really liked. He asked for the money
from Hopia so that he could reward
Aabera and he was given.
He thanked Hopia and promised to return
the money with some gains later on.

Chapter Six
Hopia was a strange man indeed with
strange opinions. His means of livelihood
was to give advice to companies.
He was always rewarded.
This was why Breakerross found him to
be a lazy man.
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Chapter Seven
Nicomon (second best Soul Man)
approached God asking for a programmer
in heaven. Said he had waited a long time
for a programmer.
And God decided to take Aabera from the
earth.
Aabera died at 37. She didn’t even have
time to write a will for her small wealth.
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Not Wealthy
Chapter One
Goodako thought of himself as a wealthy
man. He had two businesses. One of them
was a factory. He was happy with himself
concerning his successes.
God sent him a dream saying that he was
not a wealthy man. That his standard of a
wealthy man is one who has more than
three businesses.
This dream got Goodako depressed. He
decided to try more businesses.

Chapter Two
One day Goodako was alone and was
thinking about many things.
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Then he heard the voice of an Angel of
God saying “You are almost close to the
limit of wasted resources. If this limit is
exceeded; the person would be killed. I’m
not the Lord of Records (Zarra) so explain
what happened.”
“I have tried three factories and they
failed. Also a lot of people are always
robbing me. There is not much I can do
about the robberies.” Goodako responded.
“No problems then” The Angel responded.

Chapter Three
Isolo was the most notorious of the
robbers disturbing Goodako and his two
businesses. Isolo gets everyone hurt that
Gbakoto decided to try and stop him.
It was a common song and believed by
many that dullards can make a man who
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walks reverse ways walk forward. This led
Gbakoto to try and stop Isolo.
But he couldn’t because Isolo was more
powerful than him.

Chapter Four
Isolo’s cup (a metre by Angels) got filled
so Angels sent him a Thorn (a class of
persons). This thorn made Isolo very hurt.
The hurt got so much that Isolo decided to
stop robbing and started doing good
things. Some people who noticed the
change in Isolo believed that he can never
be a completely good person.
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On Town Planning
Chapter One
Jeremiloo was told by God he was a very
brilliant man and then God called him a
town planner. And repeatedly God proved
to him that he was very brilliant. And he
believed him
Jeremiloo entered his slumbers for some
years until he was awoken by God. God
woke him up because some group of
wealthy men needed a planned town.
The wealthy men wanted a grand town
but he told them that ⅓ of the amount
was his limit. They were depressed and
still decided to employ him.
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Chapter Two
Among the theories which Jeremiloo used
in his town planning was this one:
Wisemen always ask the Sea Maker where
to plant their own seas.
Pharimus was also a builder. He had built
a wonderful house that the owners liked.
But he was not satisfied with the money
he made out of it.
Pharimus noticed that Jeremiloo was
getting wealthier and decided to take over
his body.
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Chapter Three
After three days Pharimus then realised
that the life of Jeremiloo was too hard for
him. He couldn’t do the work of Jeremiloo
well.
And he went back home.
At that time Lazol started an easy
business. He loved his business.
News got to Pharimus that there was an
easy business and he decided to take over
Lazol’s body.
Lazol prayed to God concerning the
situation. Pharimus thought to himself the
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problems of life are now over since he had
gotten some wealth.
It was the second year that Caswails (son
of Sodica) came looking for Pharimus.
Caswails left him heartbroken and this
made Pharimus leave the body of Lazol.
Pharimus now knew that as long as
Caswails lives, he would not be able to use
that opinion to get wealthy and then he
went back to his home building business.
He was still heartbroken for a long time.
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Pharai Hurts
Chapter One
Bigezee got his business going with the
help of these two songs:
1. Mormoni never walked the line. He
employed others to not walk the line.
After the approved period of
patience, his employment power was
taken off him.
2. Tell the factory bosses that our
stomach is broken. And that we have
tried our current solutions but they
are not enough.
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Chapter Two
In the eight year of Bigezee hard work his
factory came to life.
He was a very happy man.

Chapter Three
In the notice of Pharai were eight of such
new factories that were pleasing to him.
Also in the eyes of Pharai, Bigezee would
be the best to take over since he was a
very handsome man.
Pharai then forcefully threw Bigezee out
of his body and took over.
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Bigezee woke up in another area. He
prayed to God begging God to come to his
rescue..
God replied to forget that place because it
was now a very terrible place for him to
return to. And that he should try his
business again in this new area.

Chapter Four
Pharai reduced the wages of his workers
while increasing the cost of the factory
produce.
Some men from a distant nation came
pleading that they would like to repeat
Pharai’s factory in another area.
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Pharai said no and that they should
instead be importing it from him. This
was so that he could make more money.
And then Pharai built a big house for
himself that was the most beautiful in his
country. He also employed a lot of
underpaid servants for the mansion’s
upkeep.

Chapter Five
The deeds of Pharai got to Sodicatum ( a
devil hunter). He called on his servants
which included some sons of Odinna and
decided to put Pharai to an end.
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So he and his men woke up in Pharai’s
Mansion. Some in Pharai’s men, others in
Pharai’s underpaid servants.
They looked for knives and clubs and
killed Pharai and all his co-evil doers.
A good day it was for the pure of heart.

Chapter Six
In heaven God went to see Faillum and
told him the worst news of his life.
That he had created his fifth devil and had
come to a limit. And now he has lost his
license to make the souls of men.
Faillum begged for his license but God
didn’t agree.
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He was now given a low paying job.
Faillum cried for more days to come.
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Sponsors of Battula
Chapter One
Kearer was a chieftain in Battula. Battula
was a group that took care of the poor.
Kearer was great among those of Battula.
She was in charge of Battula activities in a
community. She was even advanced in
age. It is believed among men that good
leaders must be advanced in age.
She was offended by Aamara. She then
spoke to God about Aamara saying
“Aamara lacks the power of Sorcero and
she is not wealthy. She is therefore not
useful to the care of the poor. All her skills
are easily found”
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Chapter Two
God’s reply was that “She is a sponsor, a
great one at that”.
Once when Battula needed money, she
decided to ask Aamara instead of the
usual sponsors.
Aamara then went to see a factory boss
who was her friend. After greetings
Aamara then said “Please give me my cut
of your income for I had given you
something”.
The factory boss gave it to her. And told
her that it had been three years since she
last came asking for it. And that she
should try to come often.
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Chapter Three
Antina was very happy when her father
died because she was given an
inheritance. The size of the inheritance
could start two waste factories. She was
happy indeed.
She thought long of what business she
could do and work there. She could not
find any.
The course in her dreams was
Accountancy. And there was no space in
the Banking industry. And she became
depressed.
As it is that God speaks to those who are
depressed, God spoke to her saying “It is
true that women can’t do as much as men
can do. Pray for a man to handle an
important factory. Afterwards, join
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Battula”.
She did as was told and was one of the
greatest sponsors in Battula in the district
that Kearer headed.
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The Carpenter
Chapter One
Emayou went to his Uncle Dondiem
asking for the job that was promised by
his father. Indeed Dondiem remembered
his promise to his father and took him to
his farm.
Dondiem asked “Which parts of my farm
do you want to work in?”. Emayou replied
“Fertilizer application and seed planting”
Dondiem then said “Fertilizer application
and seed planting is paid half the wage as
those who do tilling and weeding.”
Dondiem told him that his farm was
divided into fruits, vegetables and beans.
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And that he would be working in fruits.
Emayou was grateful.
Not long after the period in which
Emayou started working in the farm, his
Uncle Dondiem started snail farming.
Emayou who worked in the fruits section
(snails eat fruits) had to join the farmers
in the forest picking snails for his farm.
It was not bad work, Emayou thought to
himself, and snakes were rare. Also he
suffered no snake bite.

Chapter Two
Emayou visited his Uncle’s shops and
compared them with other peoples'
shops. He then brought up a question that
disturbed him to his Uncle.
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When his Uncle was less busy he asked
“We usually pick our beans and cut the
vegetables. Why do that since other shops
don’t and you are selling for about the
same price?”.
His Uncle replied “That is the law of our
God. I’m still having problems with some
parts of the law relating to parboiling of
some foodstuffs. Maybe they don’t apply
to the food stuff I’ve been cultivating”.
Not long after that, God sent a dream to
Emayou telling him to become a
carpenter.
He went to his Uncle asking for funding.
Dondiem agreed. Dondiem also promised
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him some contracts if he found him good
at carpentry.

Chapter Three
After his Uncle gave him the money for his
carpentry shop, Emayou according to the
customs of our God prayed for his Uncle
Dondiem asking for blessings for him. And
that he had nothing to reward his Uncle
for this good behaviour.
Three years into his carpentry shop,
Strongbones came looking for him. He
couldn’t speak the official language well
because he was a poor man. He was
pleading for a place in Emayou’s shop.
Emayou’s Holy Spirit spoke good of
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Strongbones and he was allowed into the
shop.
Emayou noticed that Strongbones worked
longer than him in the carpentry shop. He
thought to himself that Strongbones must
be trying to impress him. He would soon
stop.
But he didn’t.
Emayou now knew that Strongbones was
better than him. And so it was that
Strongbones was now the best carpenter
in his carpentry shop.
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Chapter Four
When Strongbones was young. He was a
poor boy. After a long time trying to deal
with his poverty, he prayed to God that he
should be put to sleep.
God answered and he slept for years until
Emayou opened his carpentry shop. He
didn’t like the idea of carpentry but God
told him that it was one of those jobs that
its practitioners don’t need much study.

Chapter Five
Eldeem came hurriedly looking for
Strongbones or Emayou. Eldeem said he
saw that they were having a problem.
Emayou then told him that no one sees
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beyond the walls. Eldeem replied that this
ability is common among men (since our
God was good) and one of his fellow
carpenters agreed that he could do that.
Strongbones and Emayou were having a
problem erecting an office partition.
Eldeem solved the problem as if he had
done such before. Eldeem asked for no
salary saying that he sells wood.
Eldeem was in charge of carpenter’s
prayers in the area where Strongbones
and Emayou lived.
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The Jerrubabel
Chapter One
There lived a Jerrubabel (an awesome
singer who is not human) named
Nonewailt. He had a mining factory where
he worked. He found three bands by
himself and sent them lyrics of what to be
sanged by email. He never sanged himself.
He prefered female vocals for his songs.
One characteristic of Nonewailt's bands
was that they released two songs of their
albums free of charge. This was to ensure
people test their songs and also
something for the poor people.
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A band that was not under the control of
Nonewailt came seeking him. They
lamented that their Zerrubabel (a singer
who is human) was too slow and that she
had released some songs that were not
understandable. The songs that she
released that were not understandable
happened when they began to make her
work faster.
Nonewailt told them to not bother that
she would get better.
But they went on saying that they would
want to replace one of his bands since
they played instruments better than this
band of his. And they played some of their
recordings to Nonewailt. Nonewailt
noticed that their instruments were
better than one of his bands. He was
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confused on what to do so he prayed to
God and waited for an answer.
God responded and said that the
lamenting band should return to their
Zerrubabel.

Chapter Two
Zelterri (the Zerrubabel her band
lamented over) was a good Zerrubabel.
She got her band members by praying for
them after she was funded.
Her band members were overzealous to
get wealthy, she told them. They told her
to not be offended that they were trying
to increase their money since it would
increase their poor people's donations.
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Zelterri was happy when she heard of
poor people's donations. And then she
told them that she was once a poor
person. She went on saying that it is
cheap to set up a music band and that was
why her band was approved by Battula (a
poor people caretakers).
Now that her band members had to
continue with her. They then prayed to
God to make Zelterri faster.
So Zelterri began asking Nowailt the
Jerrubabel for help on anything that she
was unsure of. This was the response that
the prayer answerer gave the lamenting
band. And that it was good for them that
Nowailt lived close by.
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Chapter Three
Nonewailt repeated one of his factories to
some distant land and put Maworker in
charge of them. He found Maworker
himself.
Maworker was a good man. He gave some
of his profits as donations to poor people
caretakers. Nonewailt liked him more for
this.
But the donation from Maworker reduced
and Battula (some poor people
caretakers) came seeking Maworker. They
wanted to know why Maworker reduced
his donations. On getting to him they
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found some things strange from the way
he spoke to them. While pondering on the
matter their Holy Spirit said a devil had
taken hold of his body.
That was no problem since they had
Angellim (a son of Odinna) who was
master of such problems. They went for
him and he solved their problem easily.
He collected no wages since Battula
assisted poor people.

Chapter Four
Battula (the group that produced Zelterri)
began operations in another poor people
neighbourhood. They had not enough
donations so they decided to provide only
feeding to the people there.
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Possesseous a lady was sent by God to
help Battula reduced the people who
came to eat their food. This people God
said were not very poor but claim to be
poor people because they were low
income earners.
On Possesseous arrival this problem
stopped. And Battula thanked the Lord for
Possesseous. And were especially happy
for God sent them Possesseous even
before they prayed for her.

Chapter Five
30 years after the death of Maworker
Nonewailt came back to life. He was
promoted by his Lord to be inspector of
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Zerrubabels. And he was to continue his
singing work.
His first personal mission was to set up
his three bands once more. So he went
looking for Poorac the criminal.
Poorac was a poor man. Due to his
poverty he started having criminal
thoughts. After some attempts at stealing
he found it easy and did not stop. But he
never stole much.
On hearing Nonewailt the Jerrubabel
words, he was overjoyed and went along
with him. He also immediately quit
stealing.
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He was the first to be looked for by
Jerrubabel and he was his best band
member
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The List
Chapter One
Kulwina was not happy with himself. On
the list of best people in his course
(stored with the Lord of Records) he was
not among the top but close to the
bottom.
He checked the list and saw someone up
the list who wasn’t as numerous as him
and spoke to God that he should replace
that person for he was better than him.
God responded saying “Aamara had a lot
of money, the money which can’t buy food.
That is why he is above you in the list”.
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Chapter Two
Eldohim (a judge in Heaven) was jobless
so he came to earth to teach.
He got to Kulwina and started teaching
him. Kulwina complained that he is a very
knowledgeable person and that Eldohim
should first ask him whether he knows
what he wanted to teach. Since he knows
some things.
Eldohim thanked him for his correction
saying he is not a trained teacher anyway.

Chapter Three
Early one morning a man (Jankutu) heard
a voice saying he came to teach. It was
Eldohim.
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Eldohim then taught on common
questions asked when a person is being
judged if he is fit for heaven.
1. The person would be asked if he has
two or three skills. One skill is given a low
pass mark.
2. The person would be asked how well
he took care of the people around him.
Jankutu was happy with his class. He
decided to repeat the teaching to his
family.
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Vattimal’s Factory
Chapter One
Waandum loved his father. His father was
good to him and even some children who
were not his siblings. His father’s name
was Vattimal.
Truly, his father was a good man which
led God to send him a teacher, teaching
him in some styles of factories.
Waandum approached his father about
what course to study in the university.
Waandum wanted to study the course God
had placed in his heart but his father was
against it.
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This surprised Waandum; this was the
first time his father would be found not
doing the right thing. Waandum couldn’t
do anything about it so started preparing
for the course his father wanted.

Chapter Two
God spoke to Waandum after a short time
telling him that it was a Devil’s doing that
made his father refuse to allow him study
the course He laid in Waandum’s heart.
Waandum said that is not true, that there
was no one between him and his father.
God then said “Young man, there are
secret worlds which not all could enter. It
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was in one of such worlds that a Devil
made your father speak that way”.
Waadum then retorted “God, you are the
one who created this Devil and gave him
such evil powers”.
And then God replied “There are no evil
powers, he only misused his (the Devil)
power. Most things can look bad
depending on who is welding them”.
After God’s speech to Waandum,
Waandum went again to his father
pleading that he wanted to study a
different course (a course God placed in
his heart). This time around his father
agreed.
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Chapter Three
Vattimal saw a problem in his society and
decided to solve it. He started a factory on
locks of many keys. He planned that the
locks would have about ten keys.
Two months in, Baatdulam decided to
start the same factory with the same
vision as Vattimal.
Both completed their factories around the
same time. Now there were two factories
of the same purpose and good people
wondered which was best of the two
factories.
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Chapter Four
God then woke up in Eldeero (an Angel of
God). Then God went to inspect the two
factories. His aim was to provide guidance
to good people on which of the two
factories was best.
For the best must be used so that the
goodness of the best impacts our own
businesses or pursuits.
Vattimal’s factory came out better.
Baatdulam’s factory became a waste of
time, resources and efforts. Baatdulam
lamented that life was hard. That if he had
only started another factory there would
not have been this waste. How was he
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supposed to know that someone greater
than himself had started the factory he
did Baatdulam complained.

Chapter Five
Eldeero loved a song, it wasn’t the best of
songs during his days but he liked it. The
song goes thus:
Mirrium was the one who made the sea
and what was in it. He gave templates to
others to create fishes different from the
ones he planted. These different fishes
were also good. Mirrium always told
young children about his favourite
announcement which says that “He had
created seven new Mirriums. You must
note that salt and water are not kept in
the same container”.
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Chapter Six
Someone who worked in a factory also
wondered about Baatdulam and his great
waste and embarrassment. He believed
that the problems of Baatdulam could
happen to anyone.
This necessitated his Holy Spirit to speak
to him saying “That any Holy Spirit could
check the records of Zarra ( the Lord of
Records) if such a competition existed”.
This factory worker was glad, his great
fear was solved.
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Chapter Seven
The best song during Eldeero’s days was
these:
A young man came before a judge begging
him to send him back to his own country.
The judge replied that he would check his
records, that if the Devil slapped you
because of your pocket’s sake he would
send him instead to a bad country. But if
the Devil slapped you for everyone’s
pocket then I would send you back to your
country.
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Vattimutun
Chapter One
Vattimutun had a strange birth. He knew
his life started when he was 28. He never
attended a university. Another did and he
woke up in the body of that person.
He was told by God that such a birth was
called “Angel Born”. And that he should
make enough money to pay the person
who took care of his body before he was
born.

Chapter Two
Not long after his birth, he thought of a
factory idea that didn’t exist on earth. And
he started working on it.
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What led him on was that a research
factory was not as expensive as a
producing factory.
When he had gotten to version 204 of his
factory. God spoke to him saying “In most
cases recycling is cheaper than mining”.
So he had to do more work in his factory.
Vattimutun released version 300 of his
factory. But it was version 420 of his
factory that got him people’s love.

Chapter Three
Vattiumutun’s wife (Ugweali) was said to
be a dullard by her teachers when she
was in school. She graduated with a very
low average.
But she was not depressed, especially
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since the Lord gave her the power of
Sorcero and the power of Brulo.
He had charged her to reduce the road
accident rates in her community.

Chapter Four
Ugweali had a problem once with how to
use the power of Sorcero. So she prayed to
God that she wanted to talk to Sorcero.

Chapter Five
There was an area around where a friend
of hers lived that always had excessive
traffic jams.
Ugweali thought to herself that it must be
hard to construct roads without traffic
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jams. And in the area in question there
were many very beautiful houses.
God spoke to her saying “You are wrong in
what you just thought. Anyone who builds
a house where there are traffic jams is an
illiterate. Traffic jams were solved 7000
years ago and it is quite easy to
understand the solutions”.
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What Have I Done
Chapter One
God called a meeting of young creature
makers. He told them that after due
consideration he now crowns Dragonask
as the best of them. And God rewarded
Dragonask for his hard work.
Batuwaili said God was unfair. He said
that the soul of Dragonask is like a trailer
while his is like a pickup truck.
Then God responded that Ardarn the
great is also like you. His soul is also like a
pickup truck and he is still performing
and better than you.
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Batuwaili continued that Ardarn is an
ancient of days and that you can’t
compare him with him.
Among his peers God said Ardarn is great.

Chapter Two
Miiranol was also there when God
crowned Dragonask as best creature
maker among the young ones. He decided
to watch Dragonask using Brulo’s eyes so
that he could learn from him.
He set up Brulo's eyes and began to get a
lot of corrections from the way Dragonask
conducted his creature making. He agreed
with God that Dragonask is quite good.
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With that Miiranol corrected his signature
soul (one he created) and with it sought
permission from God to test this soul on
earth.

Chapter Three
Miiranol was permitted and his new soul
was placed in Strungnoe.
Strungnoe became a great and wealthy
man. He was known to be very brilliant in
the class of work he does.
Strungnoe and his wife didn’t like their
children. Their children did not act in the
way of the Lord. And as it was said they
now considered themselves barren.
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Chapter Four
Monikadi released a great product and
Strungnoe liked it. Strungnoe decided to
buy from him and add it to his own
company.
On Strungnoe’s way, God spoke to him
saying “Do not go and see Monikadi for he
is a Mormon”. Mormon means a wealthy
devil.
Strungnoe was depressed. His company
would not be very awesome as it could be
without Monikadi’s product but he
obeyed.

Chapter Five
Strungnoe thought long about his bad
children: his barrenness. He and his wife
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decided that they would give his wealth to
the sons of his brothers and her sister.
These children have shown exceptional
good behaviour.
This was because he didn’t want his
children to become like Monikadi the
Mormon.
And he did that before his death.

Chapter Six
Monikadi also found Strungoe’s product
to be perfect and came seeking a business
deal with him.
Strungnoe told him that the business deal
was not good and gave reasons. But
Monikadi didn’t agree.
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That was why Monikadi decided to kill
Strungnoe. And he left the meeting room.

Chapter Seven
Aaberum, niece of Strungnoe dreamt
some days after her birthday that
Monikadi killed her uncle Strungnoe.
She was young and had never had any
dream of the sort and gave it no thought.
She went to see Strungnoe and asked for
her birthday present. She was expecting
something far more rewarding than her
father gave her.
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Strungnoe sent her some money and said
he had no time to buy her what he had in
mind.
Before she left, and without anyone
touching Strungnoe, Strungnoe died. And
this report she gave.

Chapter Eight
The business deal which Monikadi
suggested was accepted after Strungnoe’s
death.
But it didn’t work out because of the
reasons Strungnoe gave.
Now Monikadi was angry with himself for
killing Strungnoe.
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Months later and Monikadi now saw
Strungnoe’s company to seem to have
dulled.
And he lamented his action. He could not
find any way to undo his action.
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Wicked Man
Chapter One
Allberra could be said to be a hard
country because the number of jobs were
not enough for the whole populace. A
terrible thing indeed.
Zulnoker was a happy man. Though he
lived in Allberra he had a job. This made
him very happy. And he indeed prospered.
He had four children. Two of his children
were very beautiful.
His only sadness was that his wife had no
job.
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Someone started a company that
competed with Nockedt ( the company
where he worked). And his company was
found to be the worst of the two.
After a while Nockedt winded down and
he became unemployed.
He was so unhappy because he never
knew that the company he worked in was
counterfeit. It was indeed painful.

Chapter Three
Now Aliman lived close to him. Aliman
was a very wealthy man, he was even
topping charts of wealthy men in the hard
country where Zulnoker lived.
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Zulnoker was now broke and needed
money for his family’s sustenance and the
school fees for his children.
He considered asking Aliman but he
decided against it. He wondered if, as
wealthy as Aliman was, would his
workers like him. He never thought that
to be possible.
So he decided to pray to God for help.

Chapter Four
After Zulnoker described his problems to
God. God called him a Wicked Man. Saying
“Why did you give birth to children
without asking me first. You don’t know
the future.”.
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Zulnoker kept on pleading and added
these words “That no teacher in his
county told him that”.
With that God promised him a solution,
though it would not be as good as before.
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Witchcraft
Chapter One
Willdom was a happy man. His happiness
came from the period when he advised
the bank that he worked in. His idea was
tested and found to be good. And since he
worked in a good bank, he was rewarded
with a large sum (non-recurring sum). He
was a happy man. God also rewarded him
with some heaven treasures for his
suggestion.
But in his family he had some sadness,
though the money made him feel better.
The sadness was that his first born son
Emerouse was a wicked child. Emerouse
had been forced by God to study
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computers in the university. He didn't
study it willingly.
As was the tradition taught by God,
Willdom asked his friends on how to
make Emerouse a good child before
praying on the matter. Many of his friends
had good children. Goodfrind mentioned
that she once had a bad child and how
that problem was solved when she prayed
on the matter. Going on she added that
God did not change the child but added
some seals on the child and he stopped
committing very devastating crimes. God
called such a child a Saint of Babylon.
Willdom was happy about the good news
she got from Goodfrind. So he prayed for
his child to be made a Saint of Babylon.
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Chapter Two
God responded. He promised Willdom a
good child and not a Saint of Babylon. God
reminded him of the time he made a good
suggestion to the bank and that was why
he would get a good child. But told him to
wait for a while for the child to come.
There were now more than three hundred
awesome people needing a good child and
it was not proper according to God’s
thoughts to just give them ordinary Saint
of Babylon. So God woke up Isheli (the
dying one) to solve these awesome
people’s problems.
Isheli landed in some poor people's
towns. He went along with some friends
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of his and chief among them was
Zarradom (related to the Lord of
Records). Zarradom would suggest a poor
person of good behaviour and Isheli
would test the person. Those who passed
Isheli’s test he kept in the records.
After these activities were completed
Isheli woke up the awesome children in
the homes of the awesome people
needing good children.
When Isheli was about leaving, a woman
who passed Isheli’s exams but was not
picked because of lack of space asked
Isheli what would happen to her. He said
“Please, continue being a good person and
the Church should get to you”.
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Isheli went back to his slumbers but
Zarradom stayed awake since she was not
a dying one.

Chapter Four
After the days of Isheli, Emerouse became
a good child. After passing the customary
exam that Holy Spirits give before they
dwell with the child his Holy Spirit taught
him that if he needed to make any
expensive or dangerous investments with
his father’s wealth he should consult her.
And also taught him that wasting of
resources had serious repercussions.
Unexplainable to Emerouse, he found
himself in a meeting with some Musicians
asking for funds to start a band. The
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money they were asking for was not
much. He immediately received consent
from his Holy Spirit to go on with the
funding.
On granting the Musicians requests,
Emerouse told them to sing factory songs
for he was a programmer. They readily
agree.
That same night, Emerouse had a dream.
A dream from The Lord of Instruments.
He said that songs that are to be sanged
are carefully selected by him and that he
should let the Musicians sing whatever he
selected. Emerouse gladly obeyed the
instructions he received in his dream.
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Chapter Five
Emerouse in his office was approached by
a client asking for a website that would
solve his problems. He told the client
sadly that this problem she brought was a
matter of the Lords. For it was impossible
for them to do considering the difficulty
attached.
His client was so sad, because no one
around had solved her problem. The only
person who tried provided a bad and
incomplete solution.
Around that time some dying ones of the
order of Thorns woke up. For it was time
for them to operate. They contacted
persons of the order in which Zarradom
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belonged asking for information on
companies' donations to poor people
caretakers.
Any who gave below the point that was
expected by the Zarradom related was
punished by them. It was a bad period for
stubborn people who didn’t follow the
laws of our God.
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